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Version C 
Pinochet arrest : a turning point 

(another letter to a newspaper)  
 

The arrest of General Pinochet at the behest1 of two Spanish judges is a seminal2 
event in the enforcement of international law against those responsible for some of the most 
heinous crimes against humanity. 

It seems that neither the British government nor the judicial authorities were 
willing to consider overruling3 the diplomatic immunity of the notorious Chilean 
senator, even to the extent of asking him to justify the torture of a British doctor more 
than two decades ago for simply carrying out the terms of her Hippocratic oath4. 

Thankfully, both the French and Spanish authorities were more mindful of the 
egregious5 outrages perpetrated by the former Chilean dictator, showing yet again the UK 
government's relative lack of concern about the sufferings of other nationals. 

Trade with Chile may be affected by this apparent breach6 of diplomatic etiquette, 
but it should not be beyond the verbal and literary dexterity of Labour's spin doctorate7 to turn 
it to the Government’s advantage, by continuing to emphasise a hands-off8 approach by the 
executive towards the legal process necessary to bring this unsavoury character to book9 for 
the numerous lives taken by his henchmen10. 

Bill Jackson, Mansfield, Nottinghamshire 
 

 

                                                 
1  at the behest of : sur l’ordre, la requête de. Terme formel. 
2 seminal : strongly influencing later developments 
3 overrule : passer outre, casser, rejeter 
4 oath :serment 
5 egregious : outstandingly bad, shocking 
6 breach : violation, non-respect 
7 a spin doctor : un expert en commuication 
8 "hands off !" : a warning not to touch  or interfere with something 
9 bring somebody to book : ask them to account for their behaviour 
10 a henchman : un séide 


